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The Online winter drawing course  
 

“The course and its content will remain incredibly flexible to suit and reflect all participants since it is our first online 
course and therefore will move towards supporting the students and tailoring the course to make it as creative and 
accessible as possible.” 

 
 

  
Main information 

Every Wednesday evening for 10 weeks 
 November  18th - 3rd February 2021 (including 2 week christmas break) 

 
10 x drawing classes 18:30 - 20 uhr Weekly  

 
9 x Homework assignments to be completed before next class 

 
-  2 x 1 - on - 1 evaluations of your work with a tutor 

-  
- 2 x Group critique with your class and tutor 

-  
- 1 x Virtual exhibition / live gallery exhibition 

 
Course Fee: €180 ( Discount available for ALGi + ALGii + low incomes please ask ) 

 Maximum  class size:  5 

https://www.burntsiennaberlin.com/
mailto:berlinburntsiennaberlin@gmail.com


Images from the Autumn course 2019 with students working on tonal studies under instruction  

OVERVIEW AND COURSE CONTENT 
 
The Burnt Sienna drawing course has been carefully structured and curated over the last four years. We 
are proud of its unique and rich content.  Due to the fact it has a robust and good structure we are happy 
to announce our online provision for the course this winter.  
 
This flexible long course is an intimate chance to study from a life model. With a maximum of eight students. This 
theme based structured life drawing course comprises ten classes plus a curated exhibition of  work produced in a 
local gallery space and online. Over the course you will attain and develop new skills in drawing. The course will 
cover many areas of basic draughtsmanship including measuring, charcoal reduction, tonal value, composition and 
building narratives in your work. The techniques taught are reinforced from class to class and layered with new 
techniques and advice as you progress. 

The classes will be broadcast live from the studio 
every wednesday and will be available to view a week 
up until the next class. After the class the homework 
will be emailed out to all students. Homework is 
expected to be completed and uploaded to the group 
drive before the next session. At the beginning and the 
end of the course all students will meet in a zoom 
session to introduce themselves and talk a little about 
any previous drawing experience and any 
expectations they have for the course. Towards the 
end of the course a second group critique will take 
place with your tutor to discuss progress and what you 
have learnt so far. The course and its content remains 
incredibly flexible to suit all participants since it is our 
first online course and therefore will move towards 
supporting the students and tailoring the course to 
make it as creative and accessible as possible. 

The course and its content remains incredibly flexible 
to suit all participants since it is our first online course 

and therefore will move towards supporting the 
students and tailoring the course to make it as creative 

and accessible as possible. 

Examples of homework cover sheet, homework  
delivered weekly to be completed by the following week  



 

 

 

 

Summary of the course content and areas of study covered. Each area of study or technique is reinforced 
from week to week followed by corresponding homework and guidance from your tutor. 

● Measuring, space proportions (traditional techniques) 
●  Positive and negative space 
●  tonal value / light and tone  
● Charcoal reduction  
● Structure and shading  
● Head and hand focus studies 
● Master studies and techniques 
● Ink and brush work studies 
● Colour work and portrait studies 
● Atmosphere and narrative 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Philosophy of the school 

Burnt Sienna offers two core courses in drawing and painting, these courses take place once every season alongside 

artist talks, workshops by professional visiting artists and a residency. Louise Thomas is a lead tutor at the Newlyn 

School of Art. The traditional teaching techniques and methods Louise brings from this highly respected art school in 

Cornwall are brought to Berlin and work alongside contemporary methods including curation of an exhibition of 

student work in a local gallery.  Unlike other independent art schools in Berlin. Burnt Sienna Art School Berlin  limits 

class sizes in order to insure the highest level of artistic development and flexibility towards methods of teaching.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biographie Gabriel Asturias (the Life model) 

Gabriel Andrés Asturias Alonso Ekenberg Marenco Rudeke Samayoa Jort Villacorta was born in Guatemala almost 

23 years ago,  having an incredibly inspiring loving mother and a father who taught him endurance he decided to 

move to Berlin when he graduated from high-school at 18, there he started living life unconventionally and testing the 

boundaries of survival (as he puts it) making new friendships who turned into loyal institutions to his life and self 

growth. He then discovered that all he ever wanted to do was help people who needed and asked for assistance. His 

hobbies are simple pleasures, his childhood gamecube which his mother brought back from Guatemala with a batch 

of games; but his pride is taking good care of a cornucopia of slug, 4 beetles, and an escargatoire of several species 

of snails in a terrarium he once constructed one early spring. 

 

Nowadays Gabriel longs for the day the borders open again so he can marry his fiancé accompanied by his family 

who resides in another continent. 

 

 
 



Entry requirements  
Basic English language although German is understood and spoken too. This course is suitable 

for both beginners and those looking to improve. No experience is necessary and beginners are 

welcome! 

 

What is included 

Course fees include the teaching fee, cost of the life model, exhibition costs,  homework content. Students are 

expected to buy their own materials to experiment with, a portfolio to keep work safe, an A2/3 toned sketchbook, a 

set of minimum 3 pencils and fixative to preserve the work and putty rubber.  

 



 

 

Booking and refund policy 

To book your place on the course please email through to Burntsiennaberlin@gmail.com and you will be invoiced for 
the full amount. Once the fee is received your place on the course is secured. The class is limited to 6 places so 
booking in advance is essential.  

For further questions or to reserve your place on the course contact burntsiennaberlin@gmail.com or call Louise on  

017631665401.  A student discount and reduced rate for job seekers is available on request please provide a copy of 

your job centre certificate or university enrollment form. 
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